Feature Article

Visualization
Techniques for
Molecular
Dynamics
o machine silicon surfaces economically
using diamond turning machines requires
understanding materials on the atomic level. One of
the simplest experimental techniques for measuring a
material's atomic ductile and brittle behavior is atom
ic-scale indentation, in which a small tool bit (approx
imately 100 atoms wide) is pressed into a micron-sized
(10 6 meter) sample. We used nonequilibrium molecu
lar dynamics to model this type of nano- indentation in
pure silicon and studied the dependence of phase trans
formations on crystal temperature
and indentor speed. 1
Electron and x-ray
We study these phase transitions
with a number of simulation tech
diffractometry visualize
niques. We calculate the position of
the atoms in the material during the
process and display atomic images of
atoms in severely stressed
the crystal strucmre as a function of
single-crystal silicon and
time. Simulated diffraction patterns
enable us to follow structural trans
help analyze the reSUlting
formations more
In addition,
we have developed several diagnos
tic imaging techniques that aid the
transformations. Massively
analysis of phase transformations:
parallel computers simulate
pair-correlation function, barccode
plotting, ring statistics, and subvol
both diffraction techniques.
ume visualization.

T

Molecular dynamics
Molecular dynamics simulations use atoms to model
materials. The forces, interactions, and position ofevery
atom are computed. Vnfortunately, accurately predictthe behavior of materials in processes like the one
we discuss here
millions of atoms. Before the
advent of parallel processing machines, which provide
inexpensive speed and memory, such calculations were
prohibitively expensive.
Molecular dynamics simulations require atomic force
laws. We used the Stillinger-Weber potential for the
atoms and modeled the tetrahedral-shaped indentor as
either a smooth surface or an atomically rough one with
the indentor atoms arranged in a diamond lattice.
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Diagnostic techniques
As the indentor presses into the silicon workpiece, the
crystal structure of the workpiece may change.
frequently study these changes using
scanning tunneling microscopy, x-ray diffraction, and
electron diffraction. Combining our calculated atomic
positions with the silicon atomic radius, we form 3D
images of the sample using either a z-buffer renderer2
or a ray-tracing renderer. 3 Miyamoto, Hattori, and Inui 4
similarly visualized the atomic positions of atoms cal
culated by molecular dynamics.
We found that assigning colors to the atoms based on
their initial positions in the sample made the time evo
lution of the structure more apparent.
1 shows
that near the indentor, the regular array ofatoms in the
diamond structure changes, while several monolayers
away, the silicon crystal structure remains unaffected
by the process.
To analyze these different crystal structures in more
detail, we simulated x-ray and electron diffraction.
We simulate x-ray diffraction by defining a phase,
<!l(r, k) (2rrr-k)/f" at each atomic scatterer position,
r, where k is a unit vector consisting of the direction
cosines of the x-ray beam, and 'A is the wavelength of the
x-ray beam, as shown in Figure 2.
We assume that every atom scatters isotropically by
absorbing an x-ray of a particular
and then re
emitting it as a spherical wave. In addition, we assume
that the emitted wave is not disturbed on its way to the
target. The target pixel array is defined as a circular one
dimensional ring of pixels. For every pixel in the target
array, we determine the distance from each scatterer to
the pixel, d, and add the real and imaginary parts of the
scatterer wavefunction originating at r.
Differences in distance from the scatterers to the pix
es and in the initial scattererwavefunction phases mean
the wave functions from the individual scatterers have
different phases and interfere at the pixel (see Figure
3). This interference causes intensity differences on the
of pixels when the magnitude of the sum of
target
the complex numbers is written as the image.
Parallel computation ideally suits this problem. The
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1 Cut-away view of crystalline silicon atoms indented with a tetrahedrally shaped diamond indentor. (a) and (b) form a cross fusion
stereo image and should be viewed with crossed eyes. (b) and (c) form the same stereo pair, but should be viewed walleyed.

array of target pixels is distributed
among the processors, and the scat
terers' positions are broadcast to the
processors. Figures 4 and 5 display
these diffraction results for t:\vo dif
ferent crystal structures: c,r,en,'_r"
tal and amorphous silicon.
Electron wavelengths are almost
two orders of magnitude smaller
than x-ray wavelengths, and the
electrons frequently undergo multi
ple atomic scatterings. While simu
lated x-ray diffraction resembles
holography, 7 simulated electron dif
fraction resembles radiosity. 8
In our electron diffraction simu
lation, we uniformly illuminate the
silicon workpiece with electrons.
(Fan described another way of sim
ulating electron diffraction 9 ) We
make the following assumptions to
simplify the simulation of the elec
tron scattering:

z
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2 Schematic showing the relation 01
the incident x-ray plane wave to the
phase of the spherical x-ray wave
emitted by an atom. The origin is
an arbitrary point where the phase
is defined as zero, the position
vector r points from the origin to an
atom in the sample, the k vector is
the direction cosine vector of the x
ray plane wave, and Ie is the x-ray
wavelength. Each atom absorbs
plane-wave x-rays of a phase, then
emits spherical x-ray waves with
that phase.

1. Electrons are emitted isotropi

cally from point atoms.
2. The probability of an electron
emitted from one atom
absorbed by another atom is
proportional to the fraction of
absorber atom cross section vis
ible from the emitter atom.
3. The source electron flux is uni
form throughout the entire sam
ple and has a phase similar to
that in the x-ray simulation.
The electrons travel from atom to
atom, and their phases and ampli
tudes are modified with each atom
ic interaction. The atom-to-atom
form factors are complex rather than real. The
tude of the atom-to-atom form factors represents the
fraction of electrons leaving one atom and landing on

3 The moire pattern shown here
illustrates how the maxima and
minima in the interference pattern
arise. The straight lines show the
directions along which maxima
occur.

another atom, while the phase of the form factors rep
resents the change in phase of those electron wavefunc
lions. We calculate these complex form factors using a
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solution consists of the modified
of the
phases and amplitUdes,
electron wavefunctions. Figure 6
illustrates the derivation of this
matrix equation.

2.50e+S ..
4 Simulated angle-resolved x-ray
diffraction image of unindented
diamond cubic crystalline silicon
oriented along the (100) plane. The
x-ray wavelength was 1.5405A =
1.5405 x 10,,10 meters.
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Thereafter, we produce images
using the computed phases and
amplitudes in the same way as in x
4.00e+6
ray imaging, except that the target
pixel array is now a 2D array instead
of
a ID ring. Figures 7 and 8 show
3,00e+6
·
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simulated electron diffraction of
·
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5 Simulated angle-resolved x-ray
crystalline and amorphous silicon.
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diffraction image of unindented
Our indentation simulations
2:!c
amorphous silicon. The x-ray
showed us that the workpiece
wavelength was 1.5405A.
becomes only partially disordered
1.00e+6
V
during the indentation process. As
Figure 1 shows, a gradual transition
0.00e+0 -t---;--.--,---,,---.--.--r---.
takes place from the heavily disor·
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
dered material near the indentor to
Angle (degrees)
the single-crystal material far from
the indentor. Taking just the direct
modification of the hemicube method. 10 The modifica
view of the atoms in Figure 1 plus the x-ray and electron
tion uses a cube of z-buffers instead of the standard half diffraction simulations, it is difficult to determine where
cube because we assume the atoms are point emitters.
the workpiece has truly been amorphized and where it
is still crystalline but with some disorder. There are two
Then we follow the typical radiosity procedure, com
puting the form factors from atom i to atomj, Fij. A solutions to this problem: (1) plot a pair-correlation
matrix equation containing the initial phases and ampli
function versus distance between atoms in the work
tudes, Ii> of the electron wavefunctions is solved. The piece or (2) perform an atomic ring-count diagnostic.
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6 Derivation of the matrix equation
for electron diffraction. (a), (b), and
(c) show, respectively, the
derivations of rows one, two, and
three of the matrix.

(a)
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7 Simulated electron diffraction
image of unindented diamond
cubic crystalline silicon oriented
along the (100) plane. The electron
wavelength was O.03747A =
3.747x10-12 meters.
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(c)

8 Simulated
electron
diffraction
image of
unindented
amorphous
silicon. The
electron
wavelength was
O.03747A.
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9 Graph of the pair correlation function showing the number of atoms a given distance away from each atom in
the sample normalized by the distance between the atoms. (a) Pair correlation for unindented diamond cubic
crystalline silicon. (b) Pair correlation for unindented amorphous silicon demonstrating the absence of the third
(crystalline) peak at approximately 4.SA.

The pair-correlation function for a heavily disordered
crystal differs from that for an amorphous sample.
Figure 9 shows a pair-correlation plot for a crystalline
sample and for an amorphous sample. The significant
distinguishing feature is the absence of the third (crys
tal) peak in the amorphous sample.
A simpler way of visualizing this pair-correlation func
tion is to assign a grayscale value to each intensity in the
pair-correlation function and then display the intensi
ties as a function of distance. The resulting pictures
resemble bar codes, so we named them bar-code plots.
Figure 10 shows the bar-code plots corresponding to the
curves in Figure 9.
In the atomic ring-count diagnostic, we count the
number of steps required to complete a closed loop by
moving from atom to atom along a covalently bonded
chain. In the diamond cubic crystal structure, it is pos
sible to do this in six, eight, or any higher even number
of moves. There are no rings that allow return in an odd
number of moves. In amorphous silicon, however, near
ly every atom is a member of five- or seven-atom
Looking at the proportion of five- and seven-member
rings to six- and eight-member rings indicates the pro
portion of a sample that is amorphous.
In our indentation simulations, we find
of odd

lOBar-code plots of the pair
correlation functions shown in
Figure 9 for Ca) unindented
diamond cubic crystalline silicon
and (b) unindented amorphous
silicon.

and even length around the site of indentation, from
which we deduce that our sample was amorphized dur
the indentation process. Figure 11 displays a stereo
pair of images showing the rings extracted from our
indentation simulation.

11 Stereo image of rings found in a section of the sample near the indentor tip. The green loops correspond to six-membered rings,
the red loops correspond to all other even-membered rings, and the yellow loops correspond to all odd-membered rings. The yellow
loops were drawn last and might, therefore, overlap a few even-membered ring links. (a) and (b) should be viewed with crossed eyes
and (b) and (c) should be viewed walleyed.
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12 5ubvolume
visualization by
(a) x-ray
diffraction
(I =O.03747A)
and (b) bar
code plots of
the sample
material near
the indentor
tip.

diagnostics we used (pair correlation functions, ri:
tistics, and atomic imaging). The slicing of the c
position data into subvolumes made the diffractiOl
niques more useful than they would be in an e
mental setting.
In the future it should be possible to build a sol
system that applies all of these diagnostics at on
analyst would select a relative volume of action fo
diagnostic (centered on the current position), tl
through the simulation data.

13 X-ray
diffraction of
the same
sample volume
as shown in
Figure 12. "f,"is
diffraction
image implies
the complete
sample is
crystalline, yet
the subvolume
images in Figure
12 dearly
demonstrate
this is not the
case.
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To determine the locations of the critical deforming
regions, we divide the sample into small pieces and then
apply the diagnostics described above to each piece indi
vidually. Examples
diffraction patterns and bar
codes appear in Figure 12, revealing the transition region
from amorphous to crystalline volumes of
The
subvolumes in Figure 12 contain the region that sur
rounds the indentor tip. The center four squares show
the diffuse
indicative of amorphous material, while
the surrounding material remains single crystal. The
indistinctness of the diffraction patterns in the subvol
urnes results from a fundamental limitation of this tech
nique: As the number of atoms in each small region
decreases, the signal-to-noise level falls significantly.
Figure 13 shows an x-ray diffraction pattern from all
the atoms used to produce the 16 diffraction patterns of
Figure 12. From the sharpness of the spots in Figure 13,
the diffracted material appears crystalline. yet from
Figure 12 we know it is a mixture of amorphous and
crystalline material.

Conclusion
These techniques grew out ofour attempts to provide
experimentalists with a familiar way of looking at sim
ulation data. Diffraction images are typically the raw
data from which researchers draw experimental con
clusions, and we found images based on simulations of
diffraction techniques to be as meaningful as the other
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